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Abstract

We report on the experimental study of the Gurvich-Karzanov-Khachiyan (GKK)

algorithm for cyclic games adapted for parity games (equivalent to the �-calculus

model checking), one of the major open problems in complexity and automata the-

ories, computer-aided veri�cation. The algorithms demonstrates excellent polynomial

(actually, a sublinear number of iterations) behavior in a substantial (millions) num-

ber of experiments with games of sizes up to 20.000 and 6 { 7 colors. It also allows

for a natural randomization. We conducted extensive experiments of the randomized

GKK algorithm on the `hard' Lebedev-Gurvich's game instances, which force the de-
terministic version of the algorithm to make exponentially many iterations. With high

probability the algorithm converges after just a few hundred iterations (compared with

250 { 260 for deterministic version). This allows for giving up computations that con-

verge slowly and restart with a fresh initial potential transformation. While it remains

to be theoretically justi�ed and proved, we present convincing experimental data on

dependency of the average and maximal number of iterations on game sizes, outdegrees,

colors, initial randomizations.

Topics: automata, game theory, computational complexity, logic in computer science,
veri�cation.

Note: The web page http://www.csd.uu.se/ vorobyov/eb-gkk/ contains extensive ex-
perimental data, Maple worksheets, histograms, supporting claims contained in this report,
which could �t only a small amount of experimental material. The information on the web
page is rapidly and regularly updated.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we report on the implementation and experimental results with the new (at
least in the model-checking and automata theory community) algorithm for solving the Par-
ity Games problem based on the adaptation of the method due to Gurvich, Karzanov &
Khachiyan (1988). The Parity Games problem is known to be equivalent to the so-called
propositional �-calculus model checking, a fundamental problem in program veri�cation. The
modal �-calculus is a powerful logic expressively subsuming virtually all known temporal log-
ics of programs (Emerson 1997, Emerson 1990). Therefore, settling this problem represents
both theoretical and practical interests.

Solving parity games means �nding the so-called optimal strategies (or Nash equilibria),
a problem whose complexity is a fundamental open question in complexity theory, as Pa-
padimitriou (2001) stressed in a recent lecture: \The most interesting aspect of the Nash
equilibrium concept to our community is that it is a most fundamental computational prob-
lem whose complexity is wide open. Suppose that two players have �nitely many strategies
each. Is there a polynomial algorithm for computing a (mixed) Nash equilibrium in such
a game? [...] Together with factoring, the complexity of �nding a Nash equilibrium is in
my opinion the most important concrete open question on the boundary of P today." Not
surprisingly, the precise complexity characterization of Parity Games remains open.

Several approaches to solving parity games were extensively studied in the literature.
The �rst one is based on the equivalence with the �-calculus and computing �xpoints of
monotonic operators in lattices, represented by Browne, Clarke, Jha, Long & Marrero (1997),
Browne et al. (1997), Seidl (1996), Jurdzinski (2000); see also the survey (Emerson 1997).
The second approach uses the iterative discrete strategy improvement algorithms (V�oge &
Jurdzinski 2000). The third approach is based on a reduction to Mean Payoff Games

problem (Puri 1995, Jurdzi�nski 1998) and using a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming
algorithm of Zwick & Paterson (1996). Other approaches are based on randomized simplex-
like subexponential algorithms (Petersson & Vorobyov 2001b), on interior-point optimization
schemes (Petersson & Vorobyov 2001a), or on pseudo-boolean optimization of completely
unimodal functions (Bj�orklund, Petersson & Vorobyov 2001). In (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001)
and in this paper we try yet another approach, less familiar and traditional in the computer-
aided veri�cation and model-checking community.

Gurvich et al. (1988) suggested an algorithm (later referred to as GKK) for solving
the so-called Mean Payoff Games problem, a slightly more general problem than Par-
ity Games. However, their solution, quite di�erent from known �xed-point algorithms
for parity games, was ignored for a long time by the model-checking community. Recently
(Pisaruk 1999) demonstrated that the algorithm is actually pseudo-polynomial, a result pre-
viously known for Mean Payoff Games from Zwick & Paterson (1996), using another,
dynamic programming algorithm. Moreover, the behavior of the GKK algorithm is some-
what similar to the good practical behavior of the Simplex method. We were unable to
observe or construct any instances of parity games that would require exponentially many
iterations of the randomized version of the algorithm. The advantages of the GKK algo-
rithm, compared to other known algorithms for Parity Games, are as follows. It is a discrete
graph algorithm, unlike (Petersson & Vorobyov 2001a) based on continuous optimization
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techniques. Another discrete graph-theoretic algorithm of (V�oge & Jurdzinski 2000) has an
exponential worst-case bound, while GKK is pseudopolynomial (which guarantees its ter-
mination in a low degree polynomial time for a small number of colors). Another known
pseudopolynomial algorithm of Zwick & Paterson (1996) starts to demonstrate its worst-case
behavior on trivial examples, where just one player has choices (which is not the case for
GKK). The algorithms of Browne et al. (1997), Seidl (1996) are exponential in time and
space, with known examples of exponential behavior. The algorithm of Jurdzinski (2000)
(randomized or not) also performs poorly on some known examples. In contrast, the GKK
algorithm naturally randomizes. All this makes the GKK an attractive alternative to inves-
tigate. We hope in the later studies, and its was one of the main motivations of this work,
to be able to improve the known pseudopolynomial upper bound of the randomized GKK
algorithm in the particular case of Parity Games.

In this work, we continue the experimental study of the behavior of the GKK algorithm
adapted to Parity Games, started in (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001). An implementation
was carried out (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001) in the literate programming paradigm due to
Knuth (1984), Knuth (1992), in which: \Computer programs are fun to write, and well-
written computer programs are fun to read. One of the life's greatest pleasures can be the
composition of a computer program that you know will be a pleasure for other people to read
and for yourself to read."

The extensive experiments on a large number (millions of games of sizes 1000 { 20.000) of
randomly generated games demonstrate that, on the average, the number of steps required to
solve parity games using GKK seems sub-linear, and that the most complicated examples
are generated for small mean vertex outdegrees. In our experiments the algorithm never
made more that 4500 iterations and in any case always less than half the number of vertices
in the game graph.

Vladimir Gurvich (2001) has kindly provided us with an example (possibly the same
as mentioned by Gurvich et al. (1988, p. 90)) of the exponential behavior of the GKK
algorithm. We discuss it in Section 6. It turns out that a simple randomization we al-
ready implemented and investigated on random instances of games shows excellent results
on those exponentially hard Lebedev-Gurvich instances of games, and the randomizedGKK
converges extremely fast (a few hundred iterations versus O(2n) for deterministic version).

After preliminaries on in�nite games we proceed to the description of the adapted al-
gorithm and then to the implementation details and experimental results. Details about
this work with more experimental data can be found in (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001). Fresh
results on ongoing experiments, with larger data, di�erent distributions, will be posted on
the associated web site http://www.csd.uu.se/�vorobyov/eb-gkk.
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2 Preliminaries

We consider parity games (PGs for short) and mean-payo� games (MPGs for short) (Gurvich
et al. 1988, Zwick & Paterson 1996, Emerson 1997, Jurdzi�nski 1998). These are in�nite games
on �nite graphs with two antagonistic players, 1 and 2.

De�nition 2.1 (Parity Games) Let G = (V;E) be a �nite directed graph without sinks,
fV1; V2g be a partition of its vertex set, and p be a function from V to N . Then the tuple
N = (V1; V2; E; p) is called a parity game with the priority function p. 2

(See also (Emerson, Jutla & Sistla 1993, Emerson 1997, Jurdzi�nski 1998, Jurdzinski 2000).)

A play in a PG consists in moving a token along the edges of the graph. First, an initial
position v0 is given in V . Then, at each step i, one of the players pushes the token along
an edge starting at vi. If vi 2 V1, then the edge is chosen by player 1, otherwise it is
chosen by 2, which de�nes the next position vi+1. This process de�nes an in�nite sequence
V = (vi)i>0 in V , and the priority function assigns a value to each node in this sequence.
Denote by Inf (V) the set of priority values appearing an in�nite number of times in V:
Inf (V) =

�
p
�� p 2 N ; ��f i j p(vi) = p g

�� =1	. Then player 1 is declared to be the winner of
the play if the largest integer in Inf (V) is even, and 2 is the winner if this number is odd.

In Mean-Payo� Games the valuation is determined by the average cost of the edges
traversed during the play; see (Gurvich et al. 1988, Zwick & Paterson 1996).

De�nition 2.2 (Mean Payo� Games) Let G = (V;E) be a �nite directed graph without
sinks, fV1; V2g be a partition of its vertex set, and c be a function from E to Z. Then the
tuple N = (V1; V2; E; c) is called a mean payo� game with the cost function c. 2

The players construct in�nite sequences V = (vi)i>0 in the same way as in parity games.
To decide the winner, consider the following mean payo� function for player 1:

f1(c;V) = lim inf
n!1

1

n

n�1X
i=0

c(vi; vi+1)

and f2 is de�ned the same way for player 2 using an upper limit. Then f1(c;V) is considered
to be the reward of the game for player 1, and �f2(c;V) to be the reward for player 2;
thus 1 wants to maximize the mean cost while 2 wants to minimize it. Say that player 1
is the winner if f1(c; v) > 0, and player 2 is the winner if f1(c; v) 6 0. This de�nition of a
winner is enough for our purposes. Moreover, we will construct MPGs in a way the value
0 cannot be obtained no mater how the players move, so determining a winner amounts to
determining the sign of an optimal payo�.

Decision Problems for Games. The main problem in both kinds of games is the fol-
lowing. Given a game and an initial position, we want to know if one of the players has a
winning strategy, i.e., a way to choose his moves so that he is assured to win the game, no
matter how his opponent plays.
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Stationary Strategies. For the games considered, without loss of generality, we may
restrict attention to the so-called stationary strategies, also known as memoryless strategies.

De�nition 2.3 (Stationary Strategy) Let N be a game and G = (V1 [ V2; E) be its graph.
A stationary strategy for player X is any function s associating to each vertex in VX a
successor vertex. A play (vi)i2N is consistent with a stationary strategy s if, for each step i
such that vi is in VX, one has vi+1 = s(vi). 2

Memoryless Determinacy. A fundamental fact is that both kinds of games are always
solvable in stationary strategies. In MPGs, for each starting position, there exists a constant
p (called the value of the game) such that player 1 can force the game to have a payo� at
least p (by following a stationary strategy) and player 2 can force it to have a payo� at
most p (also by a stationary strategy), independently of the strategy the opponent applies;
see (Moulin 1976, Ehrenfeucht & Mycielski 1979, Gurvich et al. 1988).

For PGs, similarly, there is a partition of vertices into two sets and stationary strategies
on those sets that guarantee both players to win, when the game starts in a respective set,
independently of the strategy applied by the opponent.

2.1 Economical Reduction from PGs to MPGs

It is well known that PGs can be reduced to MPGs. We give an economical such reduction
(crucial for practical applicability!) and then study how the algorithm for MPGs due to
Gurvich et al. (1988) and Pisaruk (1999) adapts to the resulting MPGs. There is a usual
transformation of PGs into MPGs, which keeps the graph of the game unchanged and assigns
initial costs to edges depending on the priority of their source vertex. The method we use
here is an optimized version of (Puri 1995, Jurdzi�nski 1998).

Consider a PG N = (V1; V2; E; p), with p taking values in f0; : : : ; dg. Construct the MPG
~N = (V1; V2; E; c) by de�ning for every edge (u; v) 2 E its cost c(u; v) = wp(u), for some
sequence of weights (wi) growing in absolute value, to be de�ned later. The idea is to de�ne
the sequence (wi) in such a way that for any (eventually cyclic) play V, the sign of the mean
payo� is determined only by the largest wi on the period. Considering an eventually cyclic
path V = (vi)i>0 in the game (as obtained if both players conform to stationary strategies),
the mean cost of the edges along the path is

f(c;V) = lim
n!1

n�1X
k=0

c(vk; vk+1) =
1

jCj

X
(u;v)2C

c(u; v) =
1

jCj

X
(u;v)2C

wp(u):

We want f(c;V) positive i� the largest value of p on the cycle C is even. A usual
method (Puri 1995, Jurdzi�nski 1998) consists in de�ning wp to be (�jV j)p for every p,
because in this case one edge with cost wp dominates the sum of the costs of all edges with
cost less than wp.

However, there are smaller values of (wi) for which the reduction works. If we de�ne ni to
be the number of vertices of priority i, then the validity condition is ful�lled if the following
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holds:
wi > 1�

P
0<2j+1<i njwj if i is even,

wi 6 �1�
P

062j<i njwj if i is odd,
(1)

because then the absolute value of each wi is larger than the sum of the absolute value of all
wj of the opposite sign with j < i multiplied by the number of vertices of priority j. If we
de�ne (wi) from the formulas above using equalities, we can reduce the de�nition into1

w0 = 1; w1 = �n0 � 1 and wi = wi�2 � ni�1wi�1 for all i > 2, (2)

and the resulting sequence (wi), resembling Fibonacci's, satis�es our condition. We call this
cost assignment method the \smallest"2 It turns out to be crucial for the ability to solve
large games with 20K vertices, while in the Puri-Jurdzi�nski method the weights grow too
fast to be practical. The aim of de�ning the weights by (1), (2) is to keep them as small
as possible, which is crucial for the GKK algorithm performance both theoretically and
practically, as we additionally became convinced by experimenting.

As a consequence, f(c;V) is never zero, and it is positive i� the highest value of p(u)
along the cycle is even. This proves that a cyclic play is winning for a given player in ~N i�
it is also winning for him in N.

We leave the reader to convince herself (see Be�ara & Vorobyov (2001)) that winning
strategies in ~N are actually winning strategies in N.

1We could have started with w0 = 0, but we wish to avoid the 0-valued cycles.
2Since it assigns the smallest possible values if one only consider the number of vertices of di�erent color in

and ignore the the structure of the graph. Better (smaller) results could be obtained by studying elementary
cycles in the graph, which will be implemented later.
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3 The GKK Algorithm

The algorithm we use to solve PGs is an adaptation of the algorithm due to Gurvich et al.
(1988) used for solving MPGs. We will need some

De�nitions, Notation. Given an MPG (V1; V2; E; c), the extremal value of a vertex v in
V is de�ned as

ext(c; v) =

�
maxfc(v; u) j (v; u) 2 Eg for v 2 V1,

minfc(v; u) j (v; u) 2 Eg for v 2 V2.

Extremal edges are thus edges whose value is extremal for their origin vertex, and we de�ne
the extremal successors of a given vertex v as

Vext(c; v) =
�
u
�� (v; u) 2 E; c(v; u) = ext(c; v)

	
:

Finally, two cost functions c and c0 are said to be equivalent if there exists a potential function
" from V to R such that for all edge (u; v),

c0(u; v) = c(u; v) + "(u)� "(v):

In the latter case we write c0 = c". The equivalence implies that, for every �nite path
(v0; v1; : : : ; vp) the cost of the path for c0 is equal to the cost of c plus a term "(v0)� "(vn),
which is clearly bounded. Therefore, the mean payo� of every play (vi)i2N, when it exists,
is the same for c and c0. The transformation of c into c" is called a potential transformation.
This notion is central for the algorithm (see below).

3.1 The Method of Potential Transformations

The GKK algorithm constructs an optimal stationary strategy for both players by re-
ducing (iteratively applying cleverly selected potential transformations) the initial game
(V1; V2; E; c) into a so-called canonical form (V1; V2; E; c

0) with some appropriate cost func-
tion c0 equivalent to c.

De�nition 3.1 (Canonical Form) An MPG (V1; V2; E; c) is said to be in canonical form
if there exists a function p from V to R such that for all v in V :

1. ext(c; v) = p(v),

2. p(u) = p(v) for all u in Vext(c; v),

3. if v 2 V1 then p(u) 6 p(v) for all u in V (v),

4. if v 2 V2 then p(u) > p(v) for all u in V (v). 2

Consider a play (vi)i2N in such a game, and assume that player 1 always greedily chooses
extremal edges. Then at each step i the following conditions hold:

1. if vi 2 V1 then c(vi; vi+1) = p(vi),

2. if vi 2 V2 then c(vi; vi+1) > p(vi).
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By de�nition of the canonical form, the fact that player 1 chooses extremal edges guarantees
that the value of p does not decrease along the path, therefore each cost along the path is
at least p(v0). As a consequence, the payo� of this game is at least p(v0). By the same
argument, if player 2 always greedily chooses extremal edges, then the payo� of the game is
at most p. Therefore, in games in canonical form, any greedy strategy consisting in choosing
extremal edges is optimal.

3.2 Original Version of the GKK

The algorithm was �rst published by Gurvich et al. (1988) and later reformulated and some-
what generalized by Pisaruk (1999) for a wider class of games. We �rst present the original
algorithm and afterwards see how it adapts to reductions of parity games.

Throughout the algorithm's description, we will use the following notation. Given a
subset X of V , we write X1 = X \ V1 and similarly X2 = X \ V2. At any time, the sets K,
S, and T are de�ned as:

K(c) = fv j ext(c; v) = pg { critical vertices,
S(c) = fv j ext(c; v) < pg { insuÆcient vertices,
T (c) = fv j ext(c; v) > pg { redundant vertices,

where p is a given threshold value between m = minv2V ext(c; v) and M = maxv2V ext(c; v).
By shifting we call a modi�cation of the cost function c by an amount Æ with respect to a
subset L of V , i.e., substituting c0 for c where, for each edge (u; v) the cost c0(u; v) is de�ned
as:

c0(u; v) =

8<
:

c(u; v) + Æ if u 2 L and v 62 L,
c(u; v)� Æ if u 62 L and v 2 L,
c(u; v) otherwise.

Thus c0 is equivalent to c because it corresponds a potential transformation Æ ��L, where �L

denotes the indicator function of L in V .
In every iteration the set L above is de�ned as a set of vertices starting from which player

2 has a stationary strategy forcing player 1 into S, when both players use only extremal
edges.

The algorithm keeps doing the above cost shifts with Æ > 0 while it is possible. When it
stops, either 1) L is empty, or 2) �L is empty, or 3) (L; �L) is a regular partition of the game.
The latter means that player 1 cannot escape from L and player 2 cannot escape from �L,
when their opponents follow extremal edges. Moreover, the player 2 guaranteed payo� in L
is at most p and the player 1 guaranteed payo� in �L is at least p. In cases 1) and 2), the new
threshold value p is selected in the middle of [m; p] or [p;M ], respectively, and the algorithm
iterates. In case 3), one obtains two smaller games to which the algorithm applies recursively.
The full details and correctness proofs are contained in the paper (Gurvich et al. 1988).

3.3 Reduced Version of the GKK

The GKK algorithm thus provides for computing the optimal payo� for each starting po-
sition in a mean-payo� game. We need less | to determine the winner for each starting
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position in a parity game, which only requires (after the reduction above) to determine the
sign of the optimal payo�. Therefore, several simpli�cations may be made to the GKK
algorithm.

Since we only need to �nd the sign of the optimal mean payo� starting from every
position, using 0 as the threshold value p, exactly one execution of the algorithm is needed
to get the desired result.

The simpli�ed algorithm can be formulated the following way, provided that (V1; V2; E; c)
is an MPG reduced from a PG. It produces a potential function a such that any greedy
strategy always choosing extremal edges is optimal.

1: for all v 2 V do a(v) 0
2: while S(ca) 6= ; and T (ca) 6= ; do

3: L S(ca)
4: repeat
5: X  f v j v 2 K(ca)1 n L; Vext(ca; v) � L g
6: Y  f v j v 2 K(ca)2 n L; Vext(ca; v) \ L 6= ; g
7: L L [X [ Y
8: until X = Y = ;

9: E1  f (u; v) j (u; v) 2 E; u 2 L1; v 2 �L g
10: E2  f (u; v) j (u; v) 2 E; u 2 �L2; v 2 L g
11: Ŝ  f v j v 2 S(ca)2; Vext(ca; v) � �L g
12: T̂  f v j v 2 T (ca)1; Vext(ca; v) � L g
13: if E1 = E2 = ; and Ŝ = T̂ = ; then return a

14: Æ  min
��
jca(e)j

�� e 2 E1 [ E2

	
[
�
j ext(ca; v)j

�� v 2 Ŝ [ T̂	�
15: for all v 2 L do a(v) a(v) + Æ

16: end while
17: return a

Let us discuss the correctness of this algorithm. Two exit conditions represent di�erent
situations:

1. If S(ca) is empty then the extremal value of each vertex is non-negative, therefore all
edges leaving vertices that belong to 2 have a non-negative cost. Consequently, if 1
always chooses extremal edges, every game has a positive payo�. In this case 1 is
always the winner. If T (ca) is empty, then the situation is symmetric and 2 is always
the winner.

2. If at some point the sets E1, E2, Ŝ and T̂ are all empty, then starting in L, 2 can
guarantee that the game never exits L, and that starting in �L 1 can force the game to
stay in �L. For the same reason as in the previous cases, if the game stays in L, then
2 is the winner, and if it stays in �L, then 1 is the winner. Therefore, this provides
optimal strategies for both players.

So whenever the algorithm terminates, the obtained potential a provides the expected result.
To demonstrate that the algorithm always terminates (Pisaruk 1999) introduced the function
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� de�ned as
�(a) =

X
v2V

min
�
kak1 � a(v);

�
jV j � 1

�
kck1

�
;

where kck1 denotes the maximum absolute value of the function c. He demonstrated that
the value of this function � is monotonically increasing, as the algorithms proceeds, and is
bounded. This provides for a pseudopolynomial worst case bound on the running time. A
pseudopolynomial worst-case bound on the number of iteration of the simpli�ed algorithm
for PGs can be obtained by considering the function � above and taking into account the
fact that for PGs kck1 = wpmax, where pmax is the maximal priority of a game.

However, extensive experiments on PGs performed in this work witnesses much better,
low-degree polynomial-time behavior on the average. We hope to explain this behavior and
get better upper bounds for the algorithm in the particular case of parity games.

3.4 Randomization of the Algorithm

Randomization is a well-known tool improving the worst-case behavior of many algorithms
(Motwani & Raghavan 1995) by allowing them to `foil' bad inputs. Classical example is
randomized QuickSort. Also the simplex method is exponential on Klee-Minty cubes, but
its naive randomization becomes quadratic polynomial on these cubes. There are several
known versions of randomized subexponential simplex algorithm.

Other known algorithms for the �-calculus model checking or parity games (Browne
et al. 1997, Seidl 1996, Jurdzinski 2000, V�oge & Jurdzinski 2000) do not allow randomization,
and for all of them3 the examples forcing their worst-case exponential behavior.

The advantage of our adaptation is that it naturally allows for randomization by apply-
ing (random) potential transformations to the games before running the algorithm. This
allows for studying the inuence of the actual edge costs on several MPGs equivalent to
the same parity game. By choosing the initial potential transformation randomly it is also
possible to randomize the whole algorithm, which may allow it to foil bad input instances
and avoid worst-case behavior (similar to randomized Quick Sort, making initial random
permutations). Our experiments show that this randomization improves the behavior of
the algorithm; see (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001) and Section 7 below, where we show how
randomized GKKbeats hard known instances of games, forcing deterministic GKK make
exponentially many iterations.

One of the random potential transformations we apply is de�ned as follows. Let N be an
MPG obtained as the reduction of a PG with priority function p. Let (wi) be the sequence
of costs used in the reduction (as explained in Section 2.1). Given an integer k0, we apply
the transformation associated with the potential function a de�ned as:

for all v 2 V , a(v) =

�
0 if p(v) < k0
�wp(v) if p(v) > k0

Clearly, this transformation may only decrease the norm of the cost function, i.e., does
not inuence the pseudopolynomial worst-case behavior of the algorithm. Our experiments

3Except maybe the last one, on which we do not have available data.
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actually show that when k0 is in the middle of the set of priorities, the average number
of required iterations is slightly less, by approximately 20% (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001).
However, the main purpose of such transformations (we are also using other ones) is to help
the algorithm foil bad cases, if they happen.

4 Implementation

Fully documented C++ implementation of theGKK algorithm (adapted for Parity Games)
in the CWEB system of D. Knuth's \literate programming" occupies 18 pages and is pre-
sented in full in (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001). The procedural language was chosen (in favor of
functional languages such as SML), because the algorithm is strongly imperative making it is
much easier to represent and manipulate graphs. CWEB allowed for writing clear, reliable,
well-documented programs in C++, easy to modify and extend, which was especially valuable
during experimentation. The Standard Template Library STL (http://www.sgi.com/tech/stl/)
was used extensively. Our primary goal was to measure the essential characteristics of the
algorithm, like the average and maximal number of iterations of the algorithm (which never
exceeded the number of vertices) in a series of experiments (and not, say, the CPU time).
Therefore, some auxiliary graph algorithms are not implemented optimally. For example,
instead of the linear time �nite reachability game algorithm to compute the set L, we imple-
mented a straightforward quadratic one. Also we have not yet implemented the unlimited
precision integer arithmetic, which will be needed to experiment with unlimited numbers of
colors. We were able, however to deal with games on up to 10.000 vertices with 7 colors and
20.000 with up to 6 colors. In an ongoing work we lift those limitations and hope to obtain
more substantial experimental data.

The implementation intentionally contains a lot of redundancies for the algorithm's self-
control, because we needed to be completely aware of results. For example, there are means
to randomly transform the same game into several equivalent versions (unknown to the
algorithm) and comparing results.
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5 Experiments on Big Random Parity Games

We tested the algorithm on a considerable number of large problem instances (games)4,
we provide a form of random generation of games with di�erent parameters (maximum
outdegrees and number of colors). In this generation, we select uniformly at random:

1. the owner of each vertex (player making a move),

2. its outdegree (between one and a speci�ed upper bound, or equal to a speci�c value),

3. its successors,

4. its priority/color (between zero and a speci�ed upper bound).

Other natural methods, and distributions, could be easily incorporated, and will be investi-
gated in further work. In this section we only generate games that are reductions of PGs.
This means that all vertices have a given priority and that all edges leaving a given edge
receive the same initial cost, depending on this priority. Di�erent methods are possible for
choosing these costs, and we implemented two of them. The �rst one due to (Puri 1995, Ju-
rdzi�nski 1998) uses too large costs and appeared to be impractical even for small games.
Instead, we implemented the \smallest" weights method, as described in Section 2.1.

5.1 Number of Iterations

Varying color numbers and outdegrees. In (Be�ara & Vorobyov 2001) we presented
numerous surface plots made from the average number of iterations in randomly generated
games of size 1000, with varying outdegrees (2, 3, 4, . . . , 64) and numbers of priorities (2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7), analyzing 100 randomly generated games in each case. It appears that the
highest number of iterations occurs for small (expected values of) outdegrees, namely 4 or
5 (average around 2 { 3) depending on the number of priorities. The same happens to be
true for games of larger sizes. Figures 1, 2, 3 represent analogous results, but for games of
size 20000 with 6 colors and outdegrees 3, 4, 5, giving the range, average, and maximum
number of iterations, and the distribution diagram. Similar experiments and diagrams are
now available for games of size up to 20.000 and with 6-7 priorities5. All of them witness
similar behavior of the algorithm.

Small outdegrees, for any sizes and number of colors represent more diÆcult cases for the
GKK algorithm.

5.2 Random Potential Transformations

As discussed in Section 3.4, the randomized potential transformations do not increase the
norm of the initial cost function and do not inuence the worst-case behavior of the algorithm,
but may help it to avoid/foil `bad' inputs. Considering the ratio between the number of
iterations of GKK required with such transformations and without them shows (Be�ara &
Vorobyov 2001) that in our experiments the behavior is rather signi�cantly improved when
choosing values of k0 around the middle of the priorities interval.

4In our experiments, we manipulate about 107 games of size of order 104.
5See our web site http://www.csd.uu.se/ vorobyov/eb-gkk/
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More importantly, randomization allows to beat, with a few iterations examples of games
requiring exponentially many iterations of the deterministic GKK.
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Figure 1: 20000 vertices, 6 colors, outdegree 3, 106 games, iteration range: 3104..4552, average

number of iterations: 3605, standard deviation: 263.
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Figure 2: 20000 vertices, 6 colors, outdegree 4, 100 games, iteration range: 1063..1347, average

number of iterations: 1203, standard deviation: 64.
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Figure 3: 20000 vertices, 6 colors, outdegree 5, 100 games, iteration range: 487..662, average

number of iterations: 551, standard deviation: 29.
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Figure 4: Lebedev-Gurvich's example, case n = 6. Forces deterministic GKK to make 2n�1 = 25

iterations. Straightforwardly generalizes to any n.

6 Lebedev-Gurvich's `Hard' Game Instances

Vladimir Gurvich has kindly presented us (Gurvich 2001) an example (possibly the same as
mentioned by Gurvich et al. (1988, p. 90)) of the exponential behavior of the GKK algo-
rithm. This example is shown in Figure 4 (for the case n = 6, and can be straightforwardly
generalized for any n).

The reader is invited to verify and convince herself that the deterministicGKK algorithm,
as described above, indeed behaves exponentially, making precisely 2n�1 iterations. We
checked our implementation on this example (the whole family, for n = 2; : : : ; 20), and
indeed it makes 2n�1 iterations, as predicted.

The remedy, allowing to avoid this exponentially bad behavior of the GKK algorithm
lies in a simple randomization, as we describe below.
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7 Random Initial Potential Transformations

A potential is an arbitrary function assigning an integer value p(v) to every vertex v of the
game graph. Given a potential function p(:), a potential transformation of the game graph
consists in changing the weight c(uv) of each edge uv with the new one de�ned by

c0(uv) := c(uv) + p(u)� p(v): (3)

Obviously, every potential transformation preserves the optimal values and strategies for
both players.

The following idea of randomizing GKK turns out very eÆcient in practice.

1. Suppose the weights assigned to edges of the game graph are integers in the interval
I = [�W1; : : : ;W2].

2. Generate a random potential by letting, for each vertex v of the graph, the potential
value p(v) as a randomly and uniformly chosen integer from the interval I.

3. Perform the corresponding potential transformation on the game graph, and afterwards
run GKK on the resulting graph.

We implemented this simple scheme and it turned out to be very eÆcient in practice as we
describe below.

Di�erent modi�cations of the above scheme are possible, including:

1. non-uniform selection of potentials, depending on the frequency of di�erent weights,

2. selection of potentials that do not change the maximum weight assigned { this is
crucial for non-deteriorating the pseudopolynomial worst case bound for GKK proved
by (Pisaruk 1999).

Those will be investigated in future work.
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8 Limiting the Number of Iterations

Another very simple yet productive idea, which happens to be work very robustly in practice,
consists in giving up long iterations of GKK, and restarting the whole computation by per-
forming an independent new random potential transformation to the initial game. It seems,
although we do not currently have theoretical explanations, that with the high probability a
random initial potential transformation is `good ', i.e., leads to a short convergence of GKK.
We present an extensive experimental data to support this conjecture.

The limit, after each randomized GKK gives up is expressed in terms of the maximal
number of iterations during which non of the sets S, T is changed. We generously set
this limit to 213 for Lebedev-Gurvich's example of size n = 50 and 214 for size n = 60.
Our experiments show that setting this limit just to several hundreds would be enough; see
below.

This idea is known and performs very well in other applications, like in Sch�oning's
O((4=3)n) multistart Monte Carlo local search for 3SAT. Recall that this algorithm gener-
ates random truth assignments and performs linearly short local searches from each one, by
ipping a bit corresponding to a randomly chosen literal in an unsatis�ed clause. If it fails
in a short run, it gives up and tries a new initial random assignment.

Although we do not yet know theoretically `optimal' bounds on the limit of iterations, for
Lebedev-Gurvich's examples of sizes n = 50; :::; 60 this limit is 300-400 hundreds iterations.
See discussion of experimental data below and compare with 249 = 562949953421312; : : : ,
259 = 576460752303423488 iterations of the non-randomized GKK.
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9 Experiments with Randomized GKK on Lebedev-

Gurvich's Games

We conducted extensive experiments with randomizedGKK and describe here several repre-
sentative cases. Namely, we experimented with Lebedev-Gurvich's examples of sizes n = 50
and n = 60.

1. For n = 50, in two series of 1000 trials each, the randomized GKK algorithm was
set to give up after 213 = 8K iterations (for comparison, the deterministic one should
do 249 = 512Tera � 5:63 � 1014 iterations), In those two series 764 and 749 trials,
respectively, were successful (others gave up).

2. For n = 60, in one series of 1000 trials, the randomized GKK algorithm was set to
give up after 214 = 16K iterations (for comparison, the non-randomized one should do
259 = 219Tera � 5:76 � 1017 iterations). In this series 407 trials were successful.

We combine relevant information about those experiments in Table 1 and Figures 6, 5
placed in Appendix B.

Size n of the example 50 50 60
Number of Trials 1000 1000 1000
Successful trials 764 749 407
Average number of iterations 2048 2039 3525
Maximum number of iterations 19250 18916 33023
Standard deviation 3100 3166 5182
Non-randomized iterations 2n�1 562949953421312 562949953421312 576460752303423488

Percentage of successful trials with the number of iterations in the range:
[0::100] 0% 0% 0%
[100::200] 22.64% 25.90% 9.09%
[200::300] 9.69% 8.68% 14.00%
[300::400] 7.07% 6.94% 6.14%
[400::500] 4.58% 5.07% 5.16%
[500::600] 2.75% 2.00% 2.70%
[600::700] 5.10% 4.80% 4.42%
[700::800] 2.88% 2.27% 4.18%
[800::900] 1.70% 1.47% 2.21%
[900::1000] 1.44% 0.93% 1.47%
[1000::10000] 38.61% 38.05% 40.54%
[10000::1000000] 3.53% 3.87% 10.07%
[1000000::5000000] 0% 0% 0%

Table 1: Summary of results: Randomized GKK on Hard Lebedev-Gurvich Instances of sizes
50 and 60
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10 Conclusions

Many key theoretical advances on average-case analyses of the celebrated algorithms and
problems such as simplex method, bin packing, Hamiltonian tour local search algorithms,
were stimulated by experimental research. Theoretical results of Karmarkar (1984) about his
polynomial interior-point algorithm for linear programming did not attract much attention in
the practical optimization community until he produced experimental results suggesting that
his algorithm was practical. We conducted a similar case study for the randomized version
of Gurvich-Karzanov-Khachiyan's algorithm adapted for Parity Games in this paper.

1. GKK is an eÆcient, robust, easily randomizable algorithm, readily adaptable to solving
the Parity Games or the Mu-Calculus Model Checking problems.

2. Extensive experiments on large randomly generated instances of games, and also on
provably diÆcult instances of games clearly illustrate that the algorithm converges
rapidly, presumably after linearly many iterations, on the average.

3. We investigated the productive multistart idea, when GKK gives up after a small
number of iterations, and restarts with the new random potential transformation. It
seems that the proportion of 'good' initial potential transformations, leading to fast
convergence of GKK on `hard' Lebedev-Gurvich game instances is very high.

4. We invite everybody to submit their favorite `hard' game instances for cracking by
our randomized GKK and join us in proving that the randomized GKK is a polyno-
mial Monte Carlo algorithm for the Parity Games or the Mu-Calculus Model
Checking problems.
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A APPENDIX: MAPLE SESSION for Randomized GKK

on Lebedev-Gurvich Games

This is the Maple session analyzing data obtained from running Randomized Gurvich-
Karzanov-Khachiyan algorithm on Lebedev-Gurvich's example, for n=50 and n=60. This
example forces the nonrandomized GKKA to make 2^49 and 2^59 iterations respectively.
Randomized GKK in most trials converges in a few hundreds iterations only, as show his-
tograms in pages 4-6. To avoid repetitions we erase the user input, which is repeated by
Maple in structured form after parsing.

M := 0

m := 0

p0 := [0::100; 100::200; 200::300; 300::400; 400::500; 500::600;

600::700; 700::800; 800::900; 900:1000]

p2 := [0::1000; 1000::10000; 10000::1000000]

p3 := [0::100; 100::200; 200::300; 300::400; 400::500; 500::600;
600::700; 700::800; 800::900; 900::1000; 1000::10000;
10000::1000000; 1000000::5000000]

RD := proc(�le)
local data; i; j; L; c; d;
globalMX ; mx ; M; m;

MX := NULL ;
mx := NULL ;
m := 0 ;
M := 0 ;
data := readdata(�le; integer ; 2) ;

for i tonops(data)do
L := datai ;
MX := MX ; L1 ;
mx := mx ; L2 ;
ifM < L1 thenM := L1 � ;
ifm < L2 thenm := L2 �

od;
NULL

end
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an01 := proc(�le; p; desc; n; dsc)
localh; histdata; data; hh; h0 ; h1 ; h2 ; h3 ;
globalMX ; mx ; M; m;

RD(�le) ;

with(stats) ;

with(describe) ;

with(statplots) ;

with(plots) ;

h0 := transformtallyinto([MX ]; p) ;

h := transformstatsort(h0 ) ;

h1 := transformscaleweight100:0�1=describecount (h)
(h) ;

h2 := transformapplyx!1=100�x
(h1 ) ;

h3 := transformsplit2
(h2 ) ;

printf(\********** NEW SET OF EXPERIMENTAL DAn

TA *******nn%s. File: %s. Success (of 1000): %d. Averagn

e: %d. Max: %d. Stand Dev: %d Non-randomized iterationn

s: %d (for comparison).nn* Tallied in intervals %a nn* In pen

rcent: %ann* Scaled: %ann* First 50%% %ann* Remaininn

g 50%% %annn n*** %s"; desc; �le; count([MX ]);

ceil(mean([MX ])); M; ceil(standarddeviation([MX ])); 2(n�1); h;

h1 ; h2 ; h3 1; h3 2; dsc);

hh := histogram(h3 1) ;

display(hh)
end

> an01(`ge50x1000a`, p3, `50x1000 with abort`, 50, `First 50% histogram.

X-scale: x100 iterations`);

********** NEW SET OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA *******

50x1000 with abort. File: ge50x1000a. Success (of 1000): 764. Average:
2084. Max: 19250. Stand Dev: 3100 Non-randomized iterations:
562949953421312 (for comparison).

* Tallied in intervals [Weight(0 .. 100,0), Weight(100 .. 200,173),
Weight(200 .. 300,74), Weight(300 .. 400,54), Weight(400 .. 500,35),
Weight(500 .. 600,21), Weight(600 .. 700,39), Weight(700 .. 800,22),
Weight(800 .. 900,13), Weight(900 .. 1000,11), Weight(1000 ..
10000,295), Weight(10000 .. 1000000,27), Weight(1000000 .. 5000000,0)]

* In percent: [Weight(0 .. 100,0), Weight(100 .. 200,22.64397907),
Weight(200 .. 300,9.685863878), Weight(300 .. 400,7.068062830),
Weight(400 .. 500,4.581151834), Weight(500 .. 600,2.748691100),
Weight(600 .. 700,5.104712044), Weight(700 .. 800,2.879581153),
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Weight(800 .. 900,1.701570681), Weight(900 .. 1000,1.439790576),
Weight(1000 .. 10000,38.61256546), Weight(10000 ..
1000000,3.534031415), Weight(1000000 .. 5000000,0)]

* Scaled: [Weight(0 .. 1,0), Weight(1 .. 2,22.64397907), Weight(2 ..
3,9.685863878), Weight(3 .. 4,7.068062830), Weight(4 ..
5,4.581151834), Weight(5 .. 6,2.748691100), Weight(6 ..
7,5.104712044), Weight(7 .. 8,2.879581153), Weight(8 ..
9,1.701570681), Weight(9 .. 10,1.439790576), Weight(10 ..
100,38.61256546), Weight(100 .. 10000,3.534031415), Weight(10000 ..
50000,0)]

* First 50% [Weight(0 .. 1,0), Weight(1 .. 2,22.64397907), Weight(2 ..
3,9.685863878), Weight(3 .. 4,7.068062830), Weight(4 ..
5,4.581151834), Weight(5 .. 6,2.748691100), Weight(6 .. 7,3.27225129)]

* Remaining 50% [Weight(6 .. 7,1.83246075), Weight(7 ..
8,2.879581153), Weight(8 .. 9,1.701570681), Weight(9 ..
10,1.439790576), Weight(10 .. 100,38.61256546), Weight(100 ..
10000,3.53403138)]

*** First 50% histogram. X-scale: x100 iterations

See Figure 6

> an01(`ge50x1000b`, p3, `50x1000 with abort`, 50, `First 50% histogram.

X-scale: x100 iterations`);

********** NEW SET OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA *******

50x1000 with abort. File: ge50x1000b. Success (of 1000): 749. Average:
2039. Max: 18916. Stand Dev: 3166 Non-randomized iterations:
562949953421312 (for comparison).

* Tallied in intervals [Weight(0 .. 100,0), Weight(100 .. 200,194),
Weight(200 .. 300,65), Weight(300 .. 400,52), Weight(400 .. 500,38),
Weight(500 .. 600,15), Weight(600 .. 700,36), Weight(700 .. 800,17),
Weight(800 .. 900,11), Weight(900 .. 1000,7), Weight(1000 ..
10000,285), Weight(10000 .. 1000000,29), Weight(1000000 .. 5000000,0)]

* In percent: [Weight(0 .. 100,0), Weight(100 .. 200,25.90120161),
Weight(200 .. 300,8.678237653), Weight(300 .. 400,6.942590122),
Weight(400 .. 500,5.073431243), Weight(500 .. 600,2.002670228),
Weight(600 .. 700,4.806408546), Weight(700 .. 800,2.269692925),
Weight(800 .. 900,1.468624834), Weight(900 .. 1000,.9345794395),
Weight(1000 .. 10000,38.05073432), Weight(10000 ..
1000000,3.871829107), Weight(1000000 .. 5000000,0)]

* Scaled: [Weight(0 .. 1,0), Weight(1 .. 2,25.90120161), Weight(2 ..
3,8.678237653), Weight(3 .. 4,6.942590122), Weight(4 ..
5,5.073431243), Weight(5 .. 6,2.002670228), Weight(6 ..
7,4.806408546), Weight(7 .. 8,2.269692925), Weight(8 ..
9,1.468624834), Weight(9 .. 10,.9345794395), Weight(10 ..
100,38.05073432), Weight(100 .. 10000,3.871829107), Weight(10000 ..
50000,0)]
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* First 50% [Weight(0 .. 1,0), Weight(1 .. 2,25.90120161), Weight(2 ..
3,8.678237653), Weight(3 .. 4,6.942590122), Weight(4 ..
5,5.073431243), Weight(5 .. 6,2.002670228), Weight(6 .. 7,1.40186915)]

* Remaining 50% [Weight(6 .. 7,3.40453940), Weight(7 ..
8,2.269692925), Weight(8 .. 9,1.468624834), Weight(9 ..
10,.9345794395), Weight(10 .. 100,38.05073432), Weight(100 ..
10000,3.87182908)]

*** First 50% histogram. X-scale: x100 iterations

See Figure 6

> an01(`ge60x1000b`, p3, `60x1000 with abort`, 60, `First 50% histogram.

X-scale: x100 iterations`);

********** NEW SET OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA *******

60x1000 with abort. File: ge60x1000b. Success (of 1000): 407. Average:
3525. Max: 33023. Stand Dev: 5182 Non-randomized iterations:
576460752303423488 (for comparison).

* Tallied in intervals [Weight(0 .. 100,0), Weight(100 .. 200,37),
Weight(200 .. 300,57), Weight(300 .. 400,25), Weight(400 .. 500,21),
Weight(500 .. 600,11), Weight(600 .. 700,18), Weight(700 .. 800,17),
Weight(800 .. 900,9), Weight(900 .. 1000,6), Weight(1000 ..
10000,165), Weight(10000 .. 1000000,41), Weight(1000000 .. 5000000,0)]

* In percent: [Weight(0 .. 100,0), Weight(100 .. 200,9.090909091),
Weight(200 .. 300,14.00491400), Weight(300 .. 400,6.142506143),
Weight(400 .. 500,5.159705160), Weight(500 .. 600,2.702702703),
Weight(600 .. 700,4.422604423), Weight(700 .. 800,4.176904177),
Weight(800 .. 900,2.211302211), Weight(900 .. 1000,1.474201474),
Weight(1000 .. 10000,40.54054054), Weight(10000 ..
1000000,10.07371007), Weight(1000000 .. 5000000,0)]

* Scaled: [Weight(0 .. 1,0), Weight(1 .. 2,9.090909091), Weight(2 ..
3,14.00491400), Weight(3 .. 4,6.142506143), Weight(4 ..
5,5.159705160), Weight(5 .. 6,2.702702703), Weight(6 ..
7,4.422604423), Weight(7 .. 8,4.176904177), Weight(8 ..
9,2.211302211), Weight(9 .. 10,1.474201474), Weight(10 ..
100,40.54054054), Weight(100 .. 10000,10.07371007), Weight(10000 ..
50000,0)]

* First 50% [Weight(0 .. 1,0), Weight(1 .. 2,9.090909091), Weight(2 ..
3,14.00491400), Weight(3 .. 4,6.142506143), Weight(4 ..
5,5.159705160), Weight(5 .. 6,2.702702703), Weight(6 ..
7,4.422604423), Weight(7 .. 8,4.176904177), Weight(8 ..
9,2.211302211), Weight(9 .. 10,1.474201474), Weight(10 ..
100,.61425062)]
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* Remaining 50% [Weight(10 .. 100,39.92628992), Weight(100 ..
10000,10.07371007)]

*** First 50% histogram. X-scale: x100 iterations

See Figure 5
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B Histograms For Randomized GKK on

Lebedev-Gurvich's Hard Game Instances
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Figure 5: Histogram of Randomized GKK runs on 1000 trials with Lebedev-Gurvich's example

of size n = 60. Shows distribution of 50% fastest trials. Horizontal axis measures in hundreds

of iterations, vertical axis gives percentages. Note that almost all of them make less than 1000

iterations, and 50% of these 50% make less than 350 iterations.
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Figure 6: Histograms of Randomized GKK runs on two sets of 1000 trials with Lebedev-Gurvich's

example of size n = 50. Shows distribution of 50% fastest trials. Horizontal axis measures in

hundreds of iterations, vertical axis gives percentages. Note that 50% of these 50% make less than

300 iterations.
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